
St Margarets House, Apartment 3, 42 Brodie Park Crescent, Paisley Offers Over £129,500
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Demand for historical character property in such a highly desirable location has increased massively and this is a rare opportunity for an astute buyer toDemand for historical character property in such a highly desirable location has increased massively and this is a rare opportunity for an astute buyer to
purchase a truly magni cent apartment of distinction, which has been sensitively transformed, with a design that retains the original features which arepurchase a truly magni cent apartment of distinction, which has been sensitively transformed, with a design that retains the original features which are
seamlessly blended with the contemporary interior. seamlessly blended with the contemporary interior. The property has been cleverly designed to maximise space and natural light.The property has been cleverly designed to maximise space and natural light.
St Margaret's House was originally built for William Rowat in 1879 by renowned Glasgow architect John Hutchison, whose most recognised prodigy wasSt Margaret's House was originally built for William Rowat in 1879 by renowned Glasgow architect John Hutchison, whose most recognised prodigy was
Charles Rennie Macintosh. Rowat was a well-known and reputed local shawl manufacturer in Paisley and the house was occupied by the Rowat family until theCharles Rennie Macintosh. Rowat was a well-known and reputed local shawl manufacturer in Paisley and the house was occupied by the Rowat family until the
1920s when it became the property of the local Parish Church. From then until its transformation in the 90s it was utilised as both a Nursing Home and for a1920s when it became the property of the local Parish Church. From then until its transformation in the 90s it was utilised as both a Nursing Home and for a
short period a Maternity Unit. short period a Maternity Unit. 
First impressions are everything and this property delivers both inside and out. First impressions are everything and this property delivers both inside and out. Arriving via the secure entrance vestibule, you are welcomed into a communalArriving via the secure entrance vestibule, you are welcomed into a communal
grand reception area which is beautifully decorated and furnished to perfectly complement the surrounding architecture. grand reception area which is beautifully decorated and furnished to perfectly complement the surrounding architecture. Stained glass window panelling oodsStained glass window panelling oods
the room with light in myriad of colours. the room with light in myriad of colours. 
A central staircase leads to this sumptuous rst oor apartment. A central staircase leads to this sumptuous rst oor apartment. Upon entry, you will be instantly impressed by the great scale and volume this home has toUpon entry, you will be instantly impressed by the great scale and volume this home has to
o er . o er . The hallway is uniquely shaped and runs the entire length of the apartment o ering access to all rooms within. The hallway is uniquely shaped and runs the entire length of the apartment o ering access to all rooms within. Quality wooden ooring is ttedQuality wooden ooring is tted
throughout, and décor is a variety of neutral tones. Thanks to the current owners' artistic air there is no lack of colour or character within this trulythroughout, and décor is a variety of neutral tones. Thanks to the current owners' artistic air there is no lack of colour or character within this truly
wonderful property. wonderful property. 
The elegant family lounge with impressive ceiling heights features vast sash and case window formation, which engulf the room with natural light. TheThe elegant family lounge with impressive ceiling heights features vast sash and case window formation, which engulf the room with natural light. The
traditional focal point replace provides the room with a lovely warmth, perfect for cosy winter evenings. Fabulous views from the large bay windows overlooktraditional focal point replace provides the room with a lovely warmth, perfect for cosy winter evenings. Fabulous views from the large bay windows overlook
the communal manicured lawns below and as far afield as Ben Lomond.the communal manicured lawns below and as far afield as Ben Lomond.
Entertaining friends and family would be a delight within this property and the spacious Kitchen/Dining area ensures the Chef is never far away from the party!Entertaining friends and family would be a delight within this property and the spacious Kitchen/Dining area ensures the Chef is never far away from the party!
The bespoke, professionally tted kitchen has numerous wall and oor mounted units which are deeper than standard and provide excellent storage. TheThe bespoke, professionally tted kitchen has numerous wall and oor mounted units which are deeper than standard and provide excellent storage. The
kitchen includes an integrated electric hob and oven/grill whilst undercounter space allows for the additions of a fridge/freezer and washing machine. kitchen includes an integrated electric hob and oven/grill whilst undercounter space allows for the additions of a fridge/freezer and washing machine. The focalThe focal
point of the room is the unique curved feature wall which also creates the impression of open plan ceiling space. point of the room is the unique curved feature wall which also creates the impression of open plan ceiling space. The fresh white counter tops have beenThe fresh white counter tops have been
expertly fitted and blend seamlessly to this unique shape. expertly fitted and blend seamlessly to this unique shape. 
Clear, crisp neutral tones continue into the bedroom which has great dimensions and plentiful space for various items of freestanding furniture. Clear, crisp neutral tones continue into the bedroom which has great dimensions and plentiful space for various items of freestanding furniture. 
The fully tiled bathroom is bright and fresh and contains a traditional style 4 piece suite which includes; bath (with shower overhead) wash hand basin, bidetThe fully tiled bathroom is bright and fresh and contains a traditional style 4 piece suite which includes; bath (with shower overhead) wash hand basin, bidet
and w.c. Brass xtures and ttings complete the suite and tie perfectly with the period features throughout the apartment. All in all,  the perfect place to relaxand w.c. Brass xtures and ttings complete the suite and tie perfectly with the period features throughout the apartment. All in all,  the perfect place to relax
and unwind after a long day at the office.and unwind after a long day at the office.
A superbly spacious walk in storage cupboard is situated within the hallway and helps to ensure the apartment is always clutter-free. There is a variety ofA superbly spacious walk in storage cupboard is situated within the hallway and helps to ensure the apartment is always clutter-free. There is a variety of
hanging and shelf space as well as space for multiple other large items/appliances. hanging and shelf space as well as space for multiple other large items/appliances. 
The apartment is serviced by gas central heating, satellite tv and aerial sockets. The apartment is serviced by gas central heating, satellite tv and aerial sockets. Residents have a secure door entry handset, o ering complete peace of mind.Residents have a secure door entry handset, o ering complete peace of mind.
Allocated parking is available within the residents only carpark at the rear of the building. Allocated parking is available within the residents only carpark at the rear of the building. 
The tranquil communal grounds provide a peaceful sanctuary and the ideal place to relax and enjoy some winter sun. The tranquil communal grounds provide a peaceful sanctuary and the ideal place to relax and enjoy some winter sun. There is great community spirit betweenThere is great community spirit between
all the residents, where apartment owners contribute a monthly upkeep fee towards the maintenance of the building. (Self-Factoring) which works extremelyall the residents, where apartment owners contribute a monthly upkeep fee towards the maintenance of the building. (Self-Factoring) which works extremely
well.well.
Any areas, measurements or distances quoted are approximate and floor Plans are only for illustration purposes and are not to scale.Any areas, measurements or distances quoted are approximate and floor Plans are only for illustration purposes and are not to scale.
THESE PARTICULARS ARE ISSUED IN GOOD FAITH BUT DO NOT CONSTITUTE REPRESENTATIONS OF FACT OR FORM PART OF ANYTHESE PARTICULARS ARE ISSUED IN GOOD FAITH BUT DO NOT CONSTITUTE REPRESENTATIONS OF FACT OR FORM PART OF ANY
OFFER OR CONTRACT.OFFER OR CONTRACT.
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